
YUJING SAFETY MIRROR is made of high quality silver mirror, copper free silver
mirror, or Aluminum mirror with high viscous vinyl film (smooth film- Category I or
woven film- Category II). The most common safety mirror is Vinyl Back Safety
Mirror. It provides protection in the event of accidental breakage as fragments do
not fall down, and as the mirror is not penetrated, serious injuries are avoided. It
can be supplied cut to size, drilled and edge-worked. 



 material  float glass, silver, cat i/cat ii backing film
 size  2440 * 3300 mm is the maximum or if you need to customize
 Available thickness  3 mm
 shape  Round, rectangle, oval, square or habit.
 Glass color  Clear, extra clear

 Edgeworks  Round edge \ / pencil edge \ / C-edge; flat edge \ / bump edge,
and so on.

  application  Further processing, construction of the building
 certificate  CE, CCC and 
 package  Airworthiness wooden box with iron belt reinforcement

 deliver  In the deposit payment from Qingdao \ / Tianjin Port within 25
days after delivery

Features

1. Comply with standard BS 6206 and class 2B of draft standard prEN 12600.
2. Injury free and safe.
3. High optical quality and durability.
4. The mirror surface is clear and bright, giving distinct and life like image.



Advantage
1. Over 12 years experiences on glass manufacturing and exporting.
2. Top quality glass with CE certificate, exporting to more 80 countries in the
world.
3. Unique designed strong wooden cases, solving the problems of breakage.
4. Full range of flat glass supply, offering one-stop purchase.
5. Professional sales team, offering personalized and dedicated services.
Specifications



package
Yu Jing mirror and glass are packed to reach the fumigation wooden box with paper
as an interlayer and integrated strip. It is suitable for long distance shipping. The
specific size of the wooden box and fumigation is available according to the
customer's needs.

deliver
Yu Jing has a professional loading team and experienced proficiency that will
ensure that the goods and containers are secure and safe. Yu Jing products can
reach every port in the world safe and fast.



our company
Qingdao Yujing Panyu Trading Co., Ltd. was established in June 2006, specializing
in the manufacture and distribution of glass and mirror products, is a group
company, which is mainly responsible for the export business of our own factory
subsidiary.

The company's main products are glass, mirror and further processing mirror:
♥ mirror series includes:
Big silver mirror
2. Copper-free lead-free mirror
Aluminum mirror
4. colored mirror and so on.
♥ Deep processing mirror series includes:
Safety mirror
2. a mirror on the wall
3. Make-up mirror
The mirror in the bathroom
5. Furniture mirror and so on.
♥ glass series includes:
1. Tempered glass \ / tempered glass
2. Clear float glass
3. Extra transparent glass
4. Flat glass
5. Body-colored float glass
6. Embossed glass
7. Stained glass and so on.
♥ Deep processing and manufacturing capabilities include:
1.CNC (computer numerical control) cutting
2. Edge polishing
3. groove
Hole drill
5. Film
6. Tempering and so on.



Qingdao Yujing Panyu Trading Co., Ltd. has more than 10 years experience in the
manufacture, research and development of glass and mirror products, through the
ISO 9001, ISO14001, KS, CCC, SGS, TUV and other confidence to provide our
customers with the highest quality products And services, to become your long-
term partners.

certificate
Our products have passed ISO 9001, ISO 14001, KS, CCC, SGS, TUV, and CE. We
work with a number of well-known enterprises, the products are exported to more
than 80 countries around the world. We are confident to go through any trial
quality and test and hope to work with you for a long time!

common problem
Here you will find the answer to our most popular question.
What is your minimum order quantity?
Our minimum order is 1 * 20GP. The different sizes and specifications of the
product can be combined into a container.
2. Is your company a manufacturer or trading company?
Our company is a manufacturer of glass and mirror products, and we have our own
factory and advanced production line to meet you.
Can I sample your quality?
Yes, free, are available for your reference to the examples and deliveries that have
not yet been paid.
4. Can I customize the product?
Yes the product can be customized according to our processing power.
5. How long will lead time?
It depends on your wishes, and we will spare no effort to chase the number of your
plans.



Can you visit your factory?
Yes ! You are welcome to visit our factory at any time.
contact us
Time and finances are precious so we believe that high quality products will never
be a luxury. Whether you are looking for an answer, want to solve a problem, or just
want us to know how we do it, you will find a lot of ways to contact us and we are
here. We will try to serve you!


